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Student activities sees new changes

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
AND OLD EVENTS

held for a year. As the admission

LINDSEY CRAIG
ECOLOGY

Aaron Beadner, then director

Heiberger worked closely with
of student programs. Alongside
Beadner and the SAC team,

Lucas Heiberger is a few
months into his current position
as Northwestern’s Interim

Heiberger helped plan events
on campus for the prospective
students to be involved with and

Director of Student Programs.
In this position, he has taken on
the role of leading the Student

experience NW’s community
while building relationships with
current students.

Activities Council (SAC) to get
students around campus involved
in different ways. Julie Elliott, vice
president for student life, reached
out to Heiberger this past summer
to offer him this position which
he started in June 2021. Since

As a student, Heiberger was
involved with the SAC team for
a couple years as well as being
a resident assistant during his
junior year. While serving as a
RA, he had the opportunity to
improve wing events and planned

then, the interim portion of his

PHOTO BY JADEYN VELTKAMP
Lucas Heiberger recently stepped into a new role

many activities within the

title has been dropped.
Heiberger graduated from NW
in 2018 with a major in public
relations. After college, he served
as an admissions counselor for
two years prior to being offered
the role of admissions marketing
and event strategist which he

marketing and event Strategist,

residence life circles. His proudest
creation so far has been the
Hospers Video Game Tournament
(HVGT) which has long outlived
his time in the dorms and will
be held for the eighth year this

tradition is continued by a current

with NW students again, claiming

is having the opportunity to

Hospers resident. This year,

he did not realize how much he

create fun events for students to

sophomore, Gideon Fynaardt is

missed it until he took on the

participate in because “it’s like

rumored to be heading up the

role as the director of student

giving people an opportunity to

event.

programs.

make a lifelong memory” which he

spring. Each year, the HVGT

Heiberger enjoys interacting

His favorite part of SAC

finds very rewarding.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Book clubs provide fresh perspectives
DISCUSSION AND
FELLOWSHIP
ANGELA WINTERING
THEATRE

Northwestern has a long
list of ways it attempts to
reach out to its students.
Recently, there has been
a growing trend of book

discussions
covering a
of topics.
topics are
discussions,

on campus,
wide range
Two current
occurring in
one lead

PHOTO BY JADEYN VELTKAMP
Barb Dewald will be leading a group reading “Rediscovering Scripture’s Vision for Women.”

INSIDE

by Martha Draayer and
one co-lead by Barb
Dewald and Dr. Cambria
Kaltwasser.
Draayer’s
discussion is covering
the
intersectionality
between race, racism,
division and other related
topics. Dewald and Dr.
Kaltwasser’s
discussion
is covering the topic of
women in ministry and
leadership.
Dewald, NW’s associate
Dean
of
Christian
Formation, is eager about
the discussion currently
taking place under her
and Assistant Professor of
Biblical and Theological
Studies Dr. Kaltwasser’s
care.
“Since we are women
who have theological
training and are in
ministry, we have a
passion for scripture and
a desire to explore and
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come alongside others
as they consider their
place in God’s world,”
Dewald said. “Dr. Cambria
Kaltwasser and I partner
to provide opportunities
to encourage, empower
and inform ministry and
leadership in women.”
Dewald and Kaltwasser
are reading Rediscovering
Scripture’s Vision for
Women: Fresh Perspectives
on Disputed Texts by
Lucy Peppiatt. Peppiatt
covers passages from
Ephesians,
Colossians,
1 Peter, 1 Timothy
and
1
Corinthians.
Peppiatt argues that a
complementarian
view
holds to ancient texts that
have been distorted by the
patriarchal view.
“[The
discussion
is] really just an open
discussion time for anyone
interested in looking at

scripture texts related
to
women,”
Dewald
commented.
Hearing the insights of
everyone is something that
has made the discussions
enjoyable for many who
take part. However, only
a portion of the 25 signed
up students can join in
the discussion during
the intended time slot,
Wednesdays from noon to
1 p.m. in Ramaker because
of various scheduling
conflicts. Anyone who
is interested in looking
at scripture texts related
to women in ministry
and leadership can join
the discussion, all that’s
required is contacting
campus ministry for a copy
of the book or purchasing
your own.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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An out-of-this world experience for Coldplay
REMINISCIENT OF
THE PAST
NAOMI LIEF
ART

I didn’t know what to
expect when first listening
to Coldplay’s newest album,
"Music of the Spheres." I grew
up with the British rock band,
from "Parachutes", the lullaby
of 2000, to "Everyday Life,"
the segue into 2020. Open to
experimentation, Coldplay
has released a diverse range
of albums and tracks over the
past 20 years, darting in and
out of alternative rock and
manipulating Chris Martin’s
unceasing piano magic and
classical touches in ways that
have become unique to the
band alone. Anything could
be happening with this new
album.
At first, there is a vague
familiarity between "Music of
the Spheres" and past albums.
The first track, named a
symbol of a planet rather
than an actual title, is almost
identical with the audio of
"Always In My Head," the
first song in 2014’s album,
"Ghost Stories." It melts
straight into "Higher Power,"
one of the top hits of the

album equivalent to "A Sky
Full of Stars," or "Something
Just Like This."
However, there is more
obviously a stark contrast
between "Music of the
Spheres" and Coldplay’s
earlier works. The band is
known for its combination
of popular aesthetics and
classical instruments, and
for this reason, the band is
well loved by both younger
and older generations. "Viva
La Vida," for instance, one of
Coldplay’s most well known
songs, combines the drama
of an orchestra with upbeat
lyrics and chords.
"Music of the Spheres" is
very different from "Every
Day Life," released in 2019.
The collection of what seems
like demo recordings features
mostly slow, calm and even
melancholy songs. Its organic
composure is accompanied
by an array of strings, acoustic
guitar, piano and choir. It is a
stark contrast to "Music of the
Spheres," which accentuates
more of a technological style.
There is a surprising lack of
strings, or anything classical
or acoustic in this album.
"Even Let Somebody Go,"
one of the slower songs in
the album featuring Selena

Gomez, sounds like a Roland
keyboard with the 90s bell
synthesizer setting is being
used.
For many, this album
seems too drastic of a
change from the wonders
of Coldplay’s earlier works.
Though I appreciate when
bands are able to broaden
their horizons, (or solar
systems), "Music Of the
Spheres" almost seems like a
step backwards. The songs
didn’t catch me the same
way past albums did, though
many of them grew on me.
The overarching theme
of this album seems obvious
space. It’s everywhere; in the
titles of the tracks and lyrics.
The band has even gone as
far as to create its own little
fictional solar system. “I
loved you to the moon and
back again,” and “You are my
Universe,” are some of many
lyrics relating to the heavens.
The beginning of Biutyful
manipulates Martin’s voice
to sound almost alien-like
and Coloratura sounds like
something straight out of
Wall-E. Stars are the topic of
conversation in many of the
songs and each track melts
into the next with celestial
ambience.

COURTESY OF COLDPLAY.COM

What people might not
notice, however, is that
outer space isn’t the point
of the album. This is not
unexpected. Coldplay has
always expressed wonder
and love for the world, and
this astronomical themed
album is no different. "My
Universe," throwing it back
with 2010s synth, relates the
importance of a single person

to the universe. "Human
Heart," as the name suggests,
emphasizes the fragility of the
human heart. “My human
heart, only got a human heart,
I wish it didn’t run away, I
wish it didn’t fall apart…”
The song Humankind
highlights the word “kind.”
“We’re only human, but
from another planet, still they
call us humankind.” Martin

emphasizes his humanness
from an outside perspective
looking in.
Whether it’s an alien, a
deity, or the universe itself,
Coldplay flips the wonder
of space right back to planet
Earth with the out-of-thisworld experience that is
"Music of the Spheres."

Depth and character for the beloved secret agent
MOVIE REVIEW

DEVIATING FROM
THE NORM
MISAEL BRUZZONE
ECONOMICS

No Time to Die is the
twenty-fifth Bond movie
and Daniel Craig’s fifth and
last appearance as the titular
character. In the film, Agent
007 is roped back into the
world of espionage as he
attempts to stop a global
threat and discover the
secrets of those closest to him.
The film is both an homage
to older Bond films and a
departure from tradition.
As it is to be expected,
Craig delivers a spectacular
performance as 007. The
gritty and violence that
characterized his version of
Bond once again permeates
the movie. Both Lea Seydoux
and Christoph Waltz return
in their supporting roles for
this film. Seydoux is great as
Madeleine White and Waltz
shines every second he is
on screen, confirming how
underused he was in Spectre.
Rami Malek is terrifying
yet mostly subdued as this
film’s main villain. He is
captivating while on screen,

yet he does not always feel
like a threat. It does not help
the villain that most of the
memorable moments do
not involve Malek. However,
the true standout of the film
is Ana de Arma’s character.
Although on screen for a
relatively very short period
of time, Paloma is one of
the best characters in the
Bond universe and will leave
audiences wanting more.
Another highlight of this
movie is the cinematography
achieved by Linus Sandgren,
known for movies like First
Man and La La Land. The
film looks fantastic, which
says a lot given that previous
films had cinematographers
like Academy-Award-winner
Roger Deakins and Hoyte
Van Hoytema. Composition,
lighting and coloring are
perfect, making this film hard
to forget visually.
The film, directed by Cary
Joji Fukunaga, is the longest
Bond movie yet. Although
there are multiple action
sequences that are excellently
orchestrated, the vast running
time might make audiences
feel like it is a slow movie.
Fukunaga
makes
characters drive the plot,
which is somewhat unusual in

a Bond movie. Nonetheless,
character’s motivations are
hard to discern and justify
at times, making the movie
feel not entirely fleshed
out. Bond’s romance with
Seydoux’s character is also
weak at times, the chemistry
not always being present.
Action sequences are the
best they ever have been.
From the opening sequence
to the climax of the movie,
the choreography of the
fight scenes is spectacular
and brilliantly shot. Car
chase scenes are as good
as any other iconic chase
in the franchise. No Time
to Die delivers memorable
moments that are aided by
the fantastic cinematography.
The film’s soundtrack is
composed by the legendary
Hans
Zimmer,
whom
offers an outstanding score.
Billie Eilish also provides a
memorable opening theme
song that might not be
amongst Bond’s best, but is
still solid all around.
As with other Craig Bond
movies, No Time to Die
deviates from the norm by
having a lot of recurring
characters and plot points
from past movies. This might
cause unfamiliar audiences

to feel lost at certain points.
However, this decision does
create a more emotional and
powerful story in the end.
This Bond is also different in
that he is older and less suave
than the standard portrayal
of the character audiences
are used to. This bond is
very serious with little time
for quips, very similar to the
Timothy Dalton Bond.
No Time to Die is not
perfect. It has a very long
running time that could have
been cut down to a better
finished product. Even with
the extensive length some
characters seem shallow or
one-dimensional.
These
issues are minimalized
compared to the film’s
strengths. The film as a whole
still manages to come together
to deliver an unforgettable
addition to the Bond library.
The more personal take on
the character creates a strong
story that is highlighted
by
amazing
action
sequences and beautiful
cinematography. No Time to
Die is a fitting swan song for
Craig as he waves goodbye
to the character and cements
himself as what is, perhaps,
the best version of Bond on
film.

COURTESY OF THE MOVIE DATABASE
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Bold brass spanning their careers and genres
DIG INTO THE
MUSIC WITH BRASS
ANGELA WINTERING
THEATRE

This Sunday, October 24,
two senior music majors will
be performing a joint senior
recital for their respective
instruments in Christ Chapel
at 3 p.m. April DeHaan will
be playing trumpet and
Ashley Van Ravenswaay will
be performing with both the
tenor and soprano saxophone.
The recital will be filled with
many bold brass instruments
exploring their full range of
possibilities.
DeHaan will be performing
a Sarabande, Intermede, and a
Spiritual from
Sonate for Trumpet and
Piano by Jean Hubeau, along
with an Aria from Sonata for
Trumpet and Piano by Flo
Peeters. This will be followed
by an arrangement of Amazing
Grace by Luther Henderson,
which will be accompanied by
a brass ensemble made up of
members Nate Tornow, Luke
Van Peursem, Luke Haverdink,

Jessica Slight and Bradley
Laackmann.
Ravenswaay
will
be
performing a baroque piece
titled Sonata on the soprano
saxophone,
along
with
several other pieces on the
tenor saxophone that span
different genres from French
to twentieth-century pieces.
Amy Linder will be DeHaan’s
accompanist and Abby Van
Peursem will be Ravenswaay’s
accompanist.
As a closing to the recital,
DeHaan and Ravenswaay will
be performing a duet of a Bach
piece titled Invention No. 15
in B Minor but, “with a little
twist,” said DeHaan.
Performing a recital means
some pretty big things for a
music major. Along with being
a requirement for the major, it
serves as a demonstration of
proficiency of the playing and
teaching ability in a student’s
performance area. However, it
also holds deeper meaning for
many students outside of the
pragmatic reasons.
“You get to dig into the music
so much and really develop
your own understanding of

why the composer wrote those
specific notes in the way they
did,” Ravenswaay said. “I also
got to make the music my own.”
Music majors take quite
a while to prepare for these
recitals, oftentimes holding
them in their folders for over
two years leading up to the
performance. This is done in
order for the student to see
just how far they come in their
proficiency over their course of
schooling. DeHaan elaborated
with, “In some ways I’ve been
preparing for this since I started
lessons as a freshman.”
Even though these students
hold and practice the music
for a wide range of time before
the formal performance,
that doesn’t stop the normal
performance nerves from
arising. “Even though I have
been preparing for quite some
time now there are still so
many different factors,” said
Ravenswaay.
However, these women
are choosing to focus on the
positives of the occasion.
DeHaan commented, “I know
that I’ve made a lot of progress
and that I have music worth

PHOTO BY KEVIN THAYER
Ravenswaay and De Haan excited to share their gifts with the NW community.

sharing, so I’m anxious and
excited for people to finally hear
it after such a long preparation.”
Ravenswaay added, “No
matter what happens during
the performance, God gave me

this opportunity to share my
gift with the people that attend.
I have also gained so much
knowledge from preparing the
music that I know it will all be
worth it in the end.”

The recital is open for
everyone to come and enjoy.
Following the receipt will be a
small reception with desserts
and drinks.

Talented jack of all trades within the music department
SCRIPTURE MIXED
WITH MUSIC
HALEY LOUW
STATISTICS
Sometimes, we make decisions on a whim.
Often, we regret these decisions, like pulling
an all-nighter or ordering a second helping
of cheese curds at the Hub. However, for
music senior Michael Hornback, a last-minute
decision to switch his major from accounting
to music education has been one of the most
rewarding decisions he has made. From the
groups he’s been involved in, to the faculty he
has worked with, Hornback has thoroughly
enjoyed his time in the music department
and will reflect upon it fondly as he looks to
graduation and deciding on what to do after his
time at Northwestern.
The summer prior to his freshman year,

Hornback made a last-minute decision to
switch from an accounting major to music
secondary education. Even within his freshman
year, he went back-and-forth between music
and biblical and theological studies. In the end,
he settled on studying music after finding where
his passion truly lied.
“I thought I was going to be a pastor because
of my love for scripture. However, what I failed
to realize is that I really had a passion for
teaching and for showing students their value.
Do I love music? Absolutely,” said Hornback.
“But my pure passion for music is not the only
reason I study it. It is the opportunity to share
my passion with others and make them feel
valued, whether they are a part of the musicmaking or just sitting back and listening.”
During his time in the music department,
Hornback has been involved in a plethora
of groups and ensembles. These include
Symphonic Band, Jazz Band, Heritage Choir, A

COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Hornback playing his saxophone for the Celebration of Research.

Capella Choir, Saxophone Quartet, Musical Pit
and the Just Jazz Combo, where he mostly plays
the saxophone. In choirs, he sings bass and is
currently the section leader.
When he’s not onstage or rehearsing for his
next concert, you’re likely to find Hornback
practicing or performing with the Black V, or
as he likes to call it “Northwestern’s very own
rebellion.”
The wide variety of deep conversations
Hornback has been able to have during his
time at NW is something he will cherish deeply
even after his time at NW is over. He’s been
challenged and gained a lot of insight from
the discussions he’s had in the music, theater,
theology and education departments. He also
notes that his time as a resident of Hospers Hall
has truly been something he’ll never forget.
“Living there is just an experience.”
After he crosses the stage and receives the
deeply coveted diploma from President Greg

Christy himself, Hornback hopes to stay in
Iowa for a few years teaching high school band.
He would then hope to obtain a master’s degree
in conducting, and even possibly a doctoral
degree afterwards. You can see his conducting
skills in action during the symphonic band
concert to be held on November 5 at 7:30 p.m.
in Christ Chapel.
Michael Hornback will be a deeply missed
presence at NW next year, but even more so in
the practice rooms of the music building and
roaming the floors of Hospers. Though he won’t
be a physical presence on campus next year, he
has some imparting advice for those who find
themselves, like most of us, upset or frustrated
at some point in the semester with classes or
activities: “Be patient with yourself. Learning
is a process that will continue for the rest of
your time here and beyond. When you don’t
understand something, keep working hard and
your hard work will pay off.”
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Putting policies to action: I.D.E.A.
A MOVEMENT IN
ACTION AT NW
ASHLEY JARAMILLO
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

An independent student
led group has emerged at
Northwestern that stands
for Inclusion, Diversity,
Equity, and Action. I.D.E.A.
is currently made up of
five women at NW, these
group members are, Neftalí
Ramírez, Riley Rasmussen,
MaKenna
Davis,
Maria
Lopes and Alyssa Glanz.
Their
mission
being
advocating for wholehearted
engagement with the Vision
for Diversity at NW. They
want this to be more than
just a statement, rather a call
to action.
“We want to communicate
with NW’s administration
to make sure our Vision for
Diversity is being lived out
by the school,” Ramirez said.
The Vision for Diversity
at NW is composed of four
main points: to embrace
diversity in God’s creation,
lament human brokenness,
reconcile with one another
and embody shalom.
After
defining
their
mission, I.D.E.A. submitted
a proposal last semester
to the leaders of NW to
promote
more
positive
changes to happen around
campus.
“Our proposal consisted
of increasing the number

of staff and faculty of color,
celebrating
minorities,
creating more space for
conversations about racial
reconciliation and more,”
Ramirez said. “By increasing
the diversity of leaders,
professors, counselors, and
sources for class material,
NW can more closely
represent the diversity of
our student population.”
While they want to pursue
these different proposals,
their main priority with
these
proposals
is
to
transform the Vision for
Diversity from a statement
into action.
With the conversations
surrounding
diversity
around the nation as well
as on campus, it only allows
individuals to engage in
surface-level conversations
about race while overlooking
its deeper structural roots of
inequality.
“We celebrate people’s
differences
without
acknowledging their unequal
realities and experiences,
leaving our efforts for racial
justice without receipts of
actual change,” Glanz said
in an opinion article last
semester. “We hope to be a
bridge of communication
between
marginalized
students on campus and
administration, bringing to
light places where the Vision
for Diversity is not being
lived out, which harms the
flourishing and retention

PHOTO BY RILEY RASMUSSEN
MaKenna Davis, Neftali Ramirez, Maria Lopes, Riley Rasmussen and Alyssa Glanz make up the I.D.E.A. group.

rate of our students of color.”
This group of women wants
to hold NW accountable to
this statement and advocate
for the entire campus to
engage this statement, thus
making NW an environment
that students and faculty of
color want to apply for and
work in.
“Although for this goal to
happen, we must move topics
such as inequity, power and

privilege to the center of
the diversity conversation
as well as move beyond the
conversations of inclusion
and into those of equity and
action” Lopes said.
The group came to be
after an infamous chapel last
semester where the speaker
spoke of a minority group in
a derogatory way.
“We wanted to take
initiative and push our

campus towards positive
and
collective
change,”
Rasmussen said.
Even though I.D.E.A. is
small, they wish to expand
to make their aspirations
mightier. These founders
will be hosting a meet and
greet event on Thursday,
October 28 at 8 p.m.
“We would love for
students to come, so we
hear more in person about

what your goals may be,”
Rasmussen
said.
“Here
students can sign-up to be
on our email list for future
events and opportunities
to advocate for change on
campus.”
Students can also reach
out to any of members of
I.D.E.A. at any time to ask
questions and get involved.

Heiberger enjoys leading SAC
FROM PAGE 1
His favorite part of SAC
is having the opportunity
to create fun events for
students to participate in
because “it’s like giving
people an opportunity to
make a lifelong memory”
which he finds very
rewarding.
This year, we can expect
to see a combination of
both old and new events
including the Club at the
Hub dance in January,
Battle of the Bands in
February and Medieval
Madness Weekend in
April. This will consist
of
different
medieval
themed events kicking
off with Fort Wars on
Friday, the Battle of the
Mighty Floyd on Saturday
and the Hospers Battle to
close out the weekend.
The Battle of the Mighty

Floyd is an old NW
tradition Heiberger is
bringing
back
where
students
spend
the
semester building boats
to race down the river. He
also has a long list of new
events for the upcoming
school year including
one big secret event he’s
been dying to share for
months.
The SAC team has
already
planned
and
hosted several events this
semester including the
Clash of Classes: Luau
Edition, a trip to the
Siouxnami waterpark, an
outdoor karaoke night,
the homecoming spirit
week themes and dance,
tournamania
and
the
Windmill Kart live action
Mario Kart.
The future of SAC
might look a little bit
different as they will

PHOTO BY JADEYN VELTKAMP
A white board in Lucas’ office helps him keep track of the year.

begin looking to hire a
few paid positions for the
spring semester as some
current team members
will
be
graduating
or
studying
abroad.
Students interested in
this opportunity should

keep their eyes peeled for
upcoming applications.
Current
SAC
team
member, Aaron Eckmann,
has been very impressed
with Heiberger’s changes
this year in finding
more ways for student

volunteers to become
involved in putting on the
events. This has attracted
a lot of fun loving and
energetic people who
bring a new level of
excitement to the events.
Eckmann appreciates how

much work Heiberger
has been putting into the
council and coming up
with “new creative ideas
to engage people” as well
as “creating new modes of
communication to make a
bigger production.”

FEATURES 5
Little orange booklet goes digital
DISCOUNTS BECOME
MODERNIZED
HAILEY LOUW
STATISTICS

Upon returning to their dorm
rooms and apartment complexes in
August, many students were greatly
anticipating another rendition of the
dearly loved “little orange book” full
of coupons and deals for students in
Orange City. Much to their dismay,
no booklet was found. Many looked
in their desks, in the halls and even
ventured up to the student lfe office
only to have Alli Den Boer inform
them that there were no orange
books for the 2021 - 2022 school
year. What were the students of
Northwestern to do? Would the
time finally come where they had to
pay full price for the abundance of
amenities Orange City has to offer?
Well, there was no need to fret
for students. The Orange City
Chamber stepped into the twentyfirst century and brought to life the
new Orange City app, full of deals
and maps of local businesses for the
new school year. But what brought
the sudden switch from print books
to mobile apps?
“We had an app eight years ago,
and it didn’t resonate with people,”

said Orange City chamber member
Mike Hofman. “We felt that this
year was a good year to try again. We
also wanted a way for the business
community to let students know
about deals and specials they are
offering the students. What better
way to communicate with students
all the time than with an app!”
The app offers deals from a
plethora of local businesses such
as The Roadhouse, Pizza Ranch,
Mulder Auto and Town Square
Coffeehouse. Some of these deals
even have multiple uses on the app,
allowing students to enjoy these
deals multiple times. In addition to
these coupons, students can find a
map of Orange City and locate the
businesses on the app.
“We have had a great response.
Most students remember the
‘Orange Coupon booklet’ we used to
hand out for students and when we
tell students that the app is replacing
that for deals, they are excited!” said
Hofman.
“I really like the app so far,” said
senior Emily Dobesh. “I hope they
reset the coupons either at semester,
or at least at the end of the year. I’d
be more inclined to keep using it
and going out if I knew my coupons
wouldn’t run out before December
or May.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF ORANGECITYIOWA.COM
Many discounts are available on the app which is able to be downloaded on both Andriod and Apple.

Students can redeem these
coupons by showing their app at the
cash register at most businesses and
clicking “redeem” on the app.
Regarding the future of the
Orange City app, it appears there are
a lot of plans in the works.
“There will be a calendar of
events for people to reference what
is going on around town,” Hofman

Two book clubs at NW
FROM PAGE 1
Several hours later the
same day and in the same
room, Draayer’s discussion
topic will be taking place,
at 7:30 p.m. in Ramaker.
Draayer and those signed up
will be reading No Longer
Strangers,
Transforming
Evangelism with Immigrant
Communities by Eugene
Cho and Samira Izadi
Page. This book offers an
improved look at evangelism
that acknowledges the pain
of
trauma,
oppression,
persecution and the aftermath
of colonialism.
Covering the intersection

of a multitude of topics
related to race and racism,
Draayer and those joining
her in the discussion are
diving into the questions that
come into play with systemic
injustice as the leading
sources of conversation.
Draayer hopes to “build a
community that is safe for all
to explore questions they are
wrestling with related to race
in America.”
A book club allows the
group to explore topics further
from
the
conversations
that take place in everyday
life.
Having
full-fledged
conversations in a controlled
environment pushes the

discussers to think of ways to
contribute to solutions to the
issues at hand, starting in our
own communities.
“Simply asking each other
questions without informing
ourselves
from
various
perspective on the topic
paints an incomplete picture,”
Draayer said.
Book
discussions
like
Dewald’s and Dr. Kaltwasser’s
and Draayer’s engage students
on relevant topics outside
of the classroom and are a
voluntary way to develop
conversations about how to
push and encourage each
other and make differences in
this tricky world.

PHOTO BY LINSY GONZALEZ
Hailey Louw, Neftali Ramirez and Riley Rasmussen are members of Martha’s book club.

said. “We will be able to send
notifications if a business offers
a new deal [to app users]. We will
be adding our Chamber Card on
the app as well that has all of the
deals from business, not just the
student-specific deals. We are also
investigating a way to actually order
and pay for items right in the app.”
Only time will tell how

successful the Orange City app will
be in the long run. For now, the
app can be downloaded on both
Android and iPhone. If you have
any questions or suggestions for
the app, feel free to reach out to
chamber member Mike Hofman at
occhmbr@gmail.com.

OPINIONS
HOT
TAKES!
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The fundamental issue with men’s soccer

(As voiced by you, the students)

Is a hotdog a
sandwich? Why or
why not?
“No. Because when you
make a sandwich, you put
flat meat, not round meat.
Roundmeat equals no
sandwich.”

“A hotdog is a taco because
there are not two pieces of
bread. It is one peice folded
like a taco.”

Kaelin Alons

Public Relations

Before I get started, I must say I hate this
issue in both men’s and women’s sports.
However, I find this issue to be most
predominant in men’s soccer, so I will be
focusing on this sport. But it needs to stop
in all sports because it ruins the integrity
of the game.
Go to any men’s soccer match and you’ll
see flopping, when a player doctors up
or fakes a foul to get a call for a set piece.
Flopping occurs at all levels of men’s soccer,
from the eight year olds I reffed to the sub40 year olds playing for the national teams.
Flopping is a psychological barrier that
prevents most players from playing with
resilience in fighting through physicality.
You may be thinking that because I am
a woman I couldn’t possibly understand
the physicality and speed that comes with
playing in men’s soccer which requires
some sort of flopping to keep the players

in check. However, I play in a men’s league
during the summer as an outside back. The
number of times a man in his 40s or 50s
weighing over 200 pounds complains to the
ref about a 20-year-old under 150 pound
girl knocking them over is astounding. It’s
pathetic watching them flop then beg for a
call at the mere thought someone will come
into contact with them.
The greatest soccer players in the world
are often categorized based on their
scoring ability, footwork, speed and playing
through pressure. Being able to continue
playing through physicality and fouls is
something many people admire about
these “world class athletes,” emphasis on
classy. It’s this resilience that makes people
love the game. Flopping doesn’t put you on
the list of greatest soccer players, unless
you’re Neymar, so why do men’s players
bother to do it.
Some argue that it keeps the game and
players in check; it slows the game down.
But if that’s the case, why doesn’t it happen
in women’s soccer? It could be because
maybe women’s soccer comparatively have
less physical contact than in men’s, but the
number of bruises I see on my teammates
after games suggests otherwise.
Maybe the real reason this issue is seen
more in men’s soccer than in women’s is
actually based on their gender.
Imagine what would happen if women’s

soccer players flopped to the same extent
as men’s players. Women would get called
“weak” and “pathetic,” and women’s soccer
would be less popular than it already is
because of the slowing down of play due
to flopping. However, when it happens in
men’s soccer, fans still dislike flopping, but
they would not call the men these same
names. In fact, coaches, players and fans
will defend flopping in men’s soccer as a
necessary part of the game, but they may
not defend flopping to the same extent.
Gender identity rendering women seen
as weaker influences how they are seen
when they pretend to be fouled, leading a
reinforcement in this weaker identity for
all women.
In any sport, doctoring up fouls in any
sense of the word is an underhanded
way to compete, and it needs to stop. By
lowering the integrity of the game, others
will not respect you nearly as much as
a player. In athletics, we have created
this culture of using whatever measure
necessary, including fabricating calls, to
somehow get the game to swing in our
favor. Everyone flops. But does that make
it right or necessary? No. We need to stop
this culture. Quit flopping and play sports
the way they are meant to: respectably.

“No! It’s a different food
group!.”

Wear a mask when you are sick

Which High School
Musical is the best
and why?

sign”; I will not willingly walk in an
area of high voltage, and I will keep my
distance from a sick person. Sometimes
it is hard to keep your distance from a
sick person.
Let us say I go to eat somewhere…
if there is a sick person preparing
my burger, I will be exposed to
their sickening germs. This begs the
question, if they are sick, shouldn’t they
be at home resting?
This statement is an excellent
point; however, some Americans live
paycheck to paycheck, often those who
work in the food industry. They need
to keep working, or they will not have
enough money for their basic needs.
While staying home would be the most
ideal solution, these Americans need to
keep their living. A simple mask would
fix this as any respiratory droplets that
came out of that person stay with that
person alone. Face-coverings should
be applied to other places as well.
You do not want a person to cough on
you in the middle of a baseball game.
You do not want a person to sneeze
on you as you are both riding public
transportation. You do not want to
see a person cover their sneeze with
their hand and they use that hand to
interact with other items. I am not a
germaphobe, but you must admit that
this is disgusting.

“The third! It was made to
be in theaters and is the best
acting with the best songs.”

“Two. It has summer vibes,
the best soundtrack, and the
best storyline!”

“HIGH SCHOOL
MUSICAL 3!!! Troy’s hair is
actually good.”

Jackson Paganini
Actuarial Science

The CDC reports that cold and flu
symptoms in 2020, not attributed to
COVID-19, have been the lowest in
years. This low point in infections
can be ascribed to hand washing and
mask-wearing behaviors. While maskwearing was required by the local
and national governments, I think we
should keep this habit. I know we are
annoyed by wearing our masks all the
time, but what if we would wear them
when we are sick? The CDC states that
masks help protect those around you
from your germs and I want others to
be protected from germs too.
As an Actuarial Science major, I
cannot help but think about the risks
of daily life. If sick people wear masks,
that will express to others, “I am sick-stay away from me! “ This would be the
equivalent to the “caution high voltage

$
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...With the new
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It is not fun to be sick. Being sick
with the flu or the common cold is
very inconvenient. You feel like dirt,
you need to do other things and you
just want to sleep. If we hate being
sick, why do we want to pass it on to
someone else? I would not feel great
if I knew I passed on the common cold
to someone else. It is not the worst
thing in the world but I would feel
responsible. This guilt is why when I
had a cold, I put on a mask.
Two weeks ago, I felt ill. I was coughing
and sneezing everywhere, so I decided
to put on a surgical mask. At first, I
felt weird being the only person with a
mask on. Walking around, evincing to
everyone that I was sick with my face
covering. After a few days, my illness
went away, and I was back in the land of
the living. I felt great because I stopped
my cold from infecting anyone else. I
felt like a steward of the community.
Wearing a mask when you are sick
can effortlessly help the community.
The United States will not give you a
medal of freedom for putting on a facecovering, but you will be helping others
by not transferring your cold. If you
hate colds as much as I do, join me in
wearing a mask when you are sick.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Raiders make new program record for yards

774 YARDS IN A
SINGLE GAME
JOSE SANCHEZ
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

The undefeated Northwestern
Red Raiders (6-0) faced off the
Jamestown Jimmies (2-4) on
their home turf last Saturday,
October 16. The Raiders erupted
the program record of 774 yards
of offense to down the Jimmies
63-7.
In the first quarter, senior
Blake Fryar passed the ball to

McQuillan ran in the ball for

Junior Lorenzo Jones said,

a two-yard touchdown. Stader

“I’m proud of the team since

then got his second extra point of

the

the game. The first quarter ended

consistency and determination

with the score is 14-0.

with every snap of the ball. They

Raiders

kept

showing

In the second quarter, Storey

practice hard and they leave

scored a 30-yard pass from Fryar.

everything they have in the field.”

The Raider’s defense was strong

After halftime, there was a

as the Jimmies could not move

change of quarterbacks. Fifth-

the ball. Senior Blake Anderson

year

scored a 14-yard pass from Fryar.

walked on the field to take his

The Raiders offense

senior

Tyson

Kooima

showed

first snap of the season, coming

that the Jimmies defense is not a

back from an achilles injury last

problem. The score was 28-0 in

spring. His first play was a ball to

the second quarter.

Moser for a 79-yard touchdown.
NW

Jamestown finally got a first

that

down as they answered back

stopped Jamestown from moving

scoring their first touchdown

the ball, Jamestown was not able

of the game that made the score

to get a first down. Senior Cade

42-7. The Raiders were not done

Moser caught a 19-yard pass

there as Jones caught a 38-yard

from Fryar for another NW

ball from Kooima. The Raider

touchdown. The quarter ended

defense stopped the Jimmies

After six plays junior Konner

with the score 35-0.

from scoring once again when

NW WITH MUCH
NEEDED WIN

a total of 14 blocks as a team
against Lancer offense. Leading
the team with six kills and all
block assists was senior Bekah
Horstman. NW defense also
had a combined 31 kills over all
three sets.
The Lancers started out
hot, taking an early 7-2 lead
over the Raiders. Raider Head
Coach, Kyle Van Den Bosch,
called a timeout that gave the
Raiders the jump start they
needed for a 10-1 run which
gave NW an 11-8 lead. They
were not holding back the rest
of the game. The Raiders went
on to take set one 25-17.
Set two saw more of playing
and building confidence from
the Raiders. The second set

junior Michael Storey for a 41yard touchdown. Sophomore
kicker Eli Stader then nailed
in the extra point. The Raiders
defense went out to stop the
Jimmies from getting a first
down. The Raiders ended up
with the ball as they kept fighting.

After

an

defense

incredible

performance

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Raider football No. 2 in the Nation continue to make strides to be placed well in post-season.

the Raiders offense took over.

yard run to end the game.

NW looks to extend their win

Sophomore Kole Telford scored

“I am happy to see us play

streak Saturday, October 23 as

a 42-yard pass from Junior

at a high level coming off our

they travel to Yankton, S.D. to

Luke Guggenmos. For the last

bye week,” Head Coach Matt

face the Dakota Wesleyan Tigers.

touchdown of the game, junior

McCarty said. “The defense also

Garrett Packer scored for a one

played outstanding.”

Raiders Volleyball tops Mount Marty in straight sets
BREANNA CARR
YOUTH MINISTRY

Red Raiders volleyball took
to the court Saturday, October
16 to play the Mount Marty
Lancers at home. In three sets,
the Raiders beat the Lancers
(25-17, 25-13, 25-13). This
helped Northwestern bounce
back with a Great Plains
Athletic Conference victory to
better their record (5-5).
The match started off slow
for the Red Raiders, but they
were keen on not letting the
Lancers get 20 or more points.
The Raider defense garnered

also saw the reverse opening
outcome compared to the first
set. NW took the early 7-2
lead in the set, which caused
Mount Marty to take a forced
timeout. Once action resumed
after the timeout, it took some
back and forth before NW took
control of the set with a 7-0
run, bringing the score to 17-6.
NW won the set 25-13, taking
the 2-0 match lead.
In the final set, action
was more so the same as the
second set. Freshman Emmy
Wedgbury led the 6-0 surge,
which forced another time out.
However, that surge and forced
time out was all NW needed.
With another 5-0 run, the
Raiders were able to take the

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
NW volleyball celebrates one of their six kills as they dominate the game against Mount

match in three sets, with a 2513 set three win.
NW Raiders played Briar
Cliff on October 19 in Sioux

City where they came out
victorious taking the match 4-1
for a sweep against the Chargers
to start a five day stretch of

three games. NW goes to Crete,
Neb. to play against GPAC No.
6 and National No. 23, Doane.

NW women’s soccer loses to Dordt with late goal
RAIDERS FALL IN
TOUGH MATCH
APRIL VAN TOL
ECOLOGY

attempts. NW gave up another

on the board trailing 2-1 to the

goal in the 11th minute to

Defenders.

down the Raiders 2-0.

NW continued to build on

As the game went on, NW

that momentum and possessed

offense found their footing as

the ball as their defense did not

women’s

they were able to possess the

allow any easy chances for the

soccer (1-7-1) went up against

ball more consistently. The

Dordt Defenders to make any

neighboring

Dordt

Raiders were able to get shots

dangerous plays. In the 75th

(2-4-1) at their home field

off, unfortunately, could not

minute, senior Josie Maasdam

on Wednesday, October 13,

find the back of the net ending

found Hurley for a greatly

renewed the Raiders version of

the first half 2-0 with the

placed game-tying goal. The

the rivalry with a high scoring

Defenders leading.

NW offense helped build the

Northwestern
rivals

affair that went the way of the
Defenders 3-2.

The Raiders came out in
the second half with obvious
and

kept fighting for a Raider win.

outstanding

Unfortunately, minutes later,

at 6 p.m., the Raiders faced

effort to get their offense

a push from the Defenders

the Defenders on a chilled fall

on track. In result, junior

resulted in the game-winning

night. Dordt struck first with

midfielder Julie Dunlap cut

goal from sophomore Jori

an early goal in the opening

through the defender defense

Bronner.

two minutes of play. The

and found the back of the net

go down lightly as they put

Dordt attack continued to put

in the 48th minute. Senior

together a few more attacks,

hard pressure on the Raiders

Emily Hurley, assisted Dunlap

but could not, once again, tie

defense receiving multiple shot

as they helped the Raiders get

the game giving Dordt the

With the late kick off time

intentions

momentum of the goal as they

NW

would

not

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHELTICS
Josie Maasdam assisted in the game-tying goal to give the Raiders hope in the second half.

victory over NW 3-2.

field conditions, the Raiders

the Hastings Mustangs for

The Raiders had a bye

received their second GPAC

their second to last game of the

week and continued to play

win against Presentation on

season.

as they traveled to Aberdeen,

Wednesday, October 20. NW

S.D. for another GPAC game

continues their conference play

against

Presentation

on Saturday, October 23 for

Saints. With cold and sloppy

their last home game against

the
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Northwestern offers micro-credentials
BADGE SYSTEM LOOKS TO
INCREASE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
ANGELA WINTERING

Aaron Eckmann
Co-Editor/Copy Editor

THEATRE

Young adults know the following struggle all too

Noelle Philippi

well: someone is looking for a job, so they turn to

Co-Editor

LinkedIn. They have almost finished their undergrad

Madie Harre

degree and are prepared with an internship or on-

Arts & Culture Editor

Camber Herrig
Features Editor

Caleb Arnett
Opinions Editor

Katie Jacob
Sports Editor

Emily Berggren
News Editor

Jadeyn Veltkamp
Photo Editor

Riley Rasmussen
Advertising Manager

The editorial staff
reserves the right to edit
submissions for style,
clarity and length.
For advertising rates
and submissions, email
Advertising Manager
Riley Rasmussen at
riley.rasmussen@
nwciowa.edu.

the-job experience. However, almost all of the jobs
listed require skills that they were never told about or
trained for. Hopes for grabbing that job right out of
undergrad are fading quickly.
There is a new feature being offered by Northwestern
to combat this struggle: micro-credentials.
Micro-credentials are an alternative way of learning
and can be done over a relatively brief time. They
allow individuals to meet their personalized learning
goals by gaining skills necessary for their field or job
interests.
The current job industry contains a skills gap that
is widening by the day, and micro-credentials are
attempting to make that gap a little smaller. They
provide an opportunity to learn something and they
allow a student to show a potential employer that they
have invested in learning a skill in itself.
Erica Vonk, director of Center for Innovation &
Leadership, said, “They’re a great way for students to
stand out and showcase their skillsets in an easy-tounderstand format.”
Upon seeing the widening skills gap, NW sought to
help the problem and consulted with colleges in other
parts of the country and found that 95% of human
resource managers across different industries were
interested in the micro-credentials of potential hires.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NWCIOWA.EDU
Offering micro-credentials will hopefully provide more focused learning opportunities to those entering
the workforce.

Nathan Phinney, vice president for academic affairs,

badge display. Further, NW has partnered with

said, “We received feedback from local employers about

LinkedIn in order to enable the student to display the

just-in-time training and professional development

badge on their page, add it as a link on their resume

needs. We wanted to see if we could support local

or embedded it into email signatures.

businesses in this way.”

Vonk said, “Maybe you liked the content that was

NW has also established two exciting new

part of a larger NW class and want to focus more

partnerships in order to show the completion of a

directly on one subject. Maybe you want to highlight

micro-credential. When a student completes one, they

something you are skilled at besides just listing on a

will receive a clickable e-badge. This badge can be

resume as ‘proficient.’”

displayed to show that the student has now mastered a

Micro-credentials offer focused learning. Even

certain skill or specified knowledge area. They include

though they are still in their beginning stages at NW,

the date the badge was earned, the issuing institution,

micro-credentials are already being offered in areas

and other pertinent information.

like oral and written communication, leadership,

NW has partnered with Credly Inc for the digital

diversity and bias and more.

Online early childhood education program

NW INTRODUCES
ONLINE LEARNING
BAILEY BROWN
SOCIAL WORK

When Dr. Angila Moffitt
became the director of early
childhood education program
in 2020 for Northwestern,
she brought with her a wide
collection of experience in
education. Her time spent in
various educational settings
helped her to recognize the
needs that are working to be
filled by NW’s new online
early childhood education
program.
Moffitt said, “As a former
elementary, high school and
special education teacher
along with a principal
background, I found a gap
that needed to be filled in the
early childhood profession.”
This gap comes from a
shortage of early childhood
educators in Iowa. The need
for teachers in America
has inspired both national
and state efforts that work
towards helping students
earn education degrees.
One
such
effort
is
the
Teacher
Education
Assistance for College and
Higher Education (TEACH)
federal grant program. Since
its creation in 2007, this grant
program has assisted several
students in their ability to

earn a degree in education.
While grant programs
like TEACH help alleviate
some of the financial barriers
to earning an educational
degree,
other
barriers
still exist, especially for
working adults. A lack of
easy access to an on-campus
school and student teaching
opportunities can prevent
working adults from being
able to become teachers.
Many working adults find
it difficult to manage the
length, time and course load
of teaching degree programs
alongside their work, family
and personal responsibilities.
That’s where NW’s new
online bachelor’s degree
program comes in. Students
can earn a bachelor’s degree
in early childhood education,
and there is a licensure
pathway as well. Graduates
will be prepared to teach prekindergarten through third
grade.
The program is designed
for
students
with
an
associate’s
or
bachelor’s
degree that want to earn
their BA to become early
childhood teachers working
in daycare centers, preschools
and grade schools.
Coursework is entirely
online and can be completed
at the student’s own pace
and
convenience.
Each
course lasts eight weeks,

and students can begin their
program in the fall, spring or
summer semester. Students
can complete their teaching
degree in two and a half to
three years.
Despite
the
program
taking place entirely online,
students will still receive the
same kind of training and
personal attention as in NW’s
traditional early childhood
degree program.
Moffitt said, “Our online
program is set up with
the goal of taking care of
our students, whether it is
answering student questions,
finding the answers to
student’s questions or going
out of our way to add the
personal touch that a student
might need.”
There will be small class
sizes to ensure that students
are not just a number, and
online students will have
complete
and
constant
access to professors through
email and phone. Required
field experience and student
teaching can be arranged in a
student’s local area.
Beginning in January 2022,
NW’s online early childhood
education program will give
working adults easier access
to course work in order to
become teachers and fulfill
the community’s need for
early childhood educators.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
The online education program will allow easier access to education for those pursuing a BA
as an educatior.

